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THE STUDY OF SUPERHEAVY ELEMENTS AT SHIP� RESULTS AND DEVELOPMENTSSigurd HofmannGesellshaft für Shwerionenforshung (GSI)Plankstrasse 1, D-64220 Darmstadt, Germanye-mail: S.Hofmann�gsi.de(Reeived September 11, 2002)Dediated to Adam Sobizewski in honour of his 70th birthdayThe nulear shell model predits that the next doubly magi shell-losure beyond 208Pb is at a proton number between Z = 114 and 126and at a neutron number N = 184. The outstanding aim of experimentalinvestigations is the exploration of this region of spherial 'SuperheavyElements'. This artile desribes the experiments that were performedreently at the GSI SHIP. They resulted in an unambiguous identi�ationof elements 110 to 112. They were negative so far in searhing for elements113, 116, and 118. The measured deay data are ompared with theoretialpreditions. Some aspets onerning the reation mehanism and the useof radioative beams are also presented.PACS numbers: 23.60.+e, 25.70.�z, 25.85.Ca, 27.90.+b1. IntrodutionIn reent years the exploration of superheavy elements (SHE) reeivedinreasing interest both from theoretial as well as experimental investigationand both from hemial as well as physial studies. The reasons for theativity awakened again are based mainly on tehnial developments in the�eld of omputer power, aelerator tehniques and detetion sensitivity.Using faster and bigger omputers the properties of heavy nulei are stud-ied from multi-dimensional marosopi-mirosopi alulations [1�11℄, selfonsistent Skyrme�Hartree�Fok and relativisti mean �eld models[12�15℄. The results reveal a rather omplex struture of shell e�ets whihdetermine the stability of nulei in the superheavy region.The most di�ult problem, however, whih is awaiting a theoretial so-lution, is the understanding of the synthesis of superheavy nulei. The alu-(1685)



1686 S. Hofmannlation of the involved dynamial proesses on a mirosopi level is presentlythe most hallenging and work intensive task [16�29℄.Suessful methods for the laboratory synthesis of heavy elements havebeen fusion-evaporation reations using heavy-element targets; reoil-sepa-ration tehniques [30℄; and the identi�ation of the nulei by generi ties toknown daughter deays after implantation into position-sensitive detetors[31, 32℄. Experiments at low ross-setions neessitate projetile beams ofhigh intensity and stability. Although the intensity limits have not presentlybeen reahed, onsiderable improvements of aelerator tehniques have beenmade in reent years.In the following setion a desription is given of studies of elements 110 to112 performed at GSI Darmstadt. In subsequent setions the measured dataon the deay properties of heavy and superheavy nulei are ompared withtheoretial desriptions. Nulear reations are disussed for the synthesis ofSHEs using stable and radioative beams. Finally, a summary and outlookare given. 2. Experimental resultsIn this setion, reent results are presented dealing with the on�rmationof elements 110 to 112. Detailed presentations of the properties of elements107 to 109 and of earlier results on elements 110 to 112 were given in previousreviews [33, 34℄.Element 110 was disovered in 1994 using the reation 62Ni + 208Pb !270110� [35℄. A total of three deay hains were measured (see also remarks atthe end of this setion). The main experiment was preeded by a thoroughstudy of the exitation funtions for the synthesis of 257Rf and 265Hs inorder to determine the optimum beam energy for the prodution of element110. The data revealed that the maximum ross-setion for the synthesisof element 108 was shifted to a lower exitation energy, di�erent from thepreditions of reation theories.The heavier isotope 271110 was synthesized with a beam of the moreneutron-rih isotope 64Ni [34℄. The important result for the further produ-tion of elements beyond meitnerium was that the ross-setion was enhanedfrom 2.6 pb to 15 pb by inreasing the neutron number of the projetile bytwo, whih gave hope that the ross-setions ould derease less steeply withmore neutron-rih projetiles. However, this expetation was not proven inthe ase of element 112.The even-even nuleus 270110 was synthesized using the reation 64Ni+ 207Pb [36℄. A total of eight �-deay hains was measured during anirradiation time of seven days. Deay data were obtained for the ground-state and a high spin K isomer, for whih alulations predit spin and



The Study of Superheavy Elements at SHIP � Results and Developments 1687parity 8+, 9� or 10� [37℄. The new nulei 266Hs and 262Sg were identi�edas daughter produts after � deay. Spontaneous �ssion of 262Sg terminatesthe deay hain.Element 111 was synthesized in 1994 using the reation 64Ni + 209Bi !273111�. A total of three � hains of the isotope 272111 were observed [38℄.Another three deay hains were measured in a on�rmation experiment inOtober 2000 [39℄.Element 112 was investigated at SHIP using the reation 70Zn + 208Pb! 278112� [40℄. The irradiation was performed in January�February 1996.Over a period of 24 days, a total of 3.4 � 1018 projetiles were olleted. One�-deay hain, shown in the left side of Fig. 1, was observed resulting in aross-setion of 0.5 pb. The hain was assigned to the one neutron-emissionhannel. The experiment was repeated in May 2000 aiming to on�rm thesynthesis of 277112 [39℄. During a omparable measuring time, but usingslightly higher beam energy, one more deay hain was observed, also shownin Fig. 1. The measured deay pattern of the �rst four � deays is inagreement with the one observed in the �rst experiment.

Fig. 1. Two deay hains measured in experiments at SHIP in the old fusionreation 70Zn + 208Pb ! 278112�. The hains were assigned to the isotope 277112produed by evaporation of one neutron from the ompound nuleus. The lifetimesgiven in brakets were alulated using the measured � energies. In the ase ofesaped � partiles the � energies were determined using the measured lifetimes.



1688 S. HofmannA new result was the ourrene of �ssion whih ended the seond deayhain at 261Rf. A spontaneous-�ssion branh of this nuleus was not yetknown, however, it was expeted from theoretial alulations. The newresults on 261Rf were proven in a reent hemistry experiment [41, 42℄, inwhih this isotope was measured as granddaughter in the deay hain of269Hs.A reanalysis of all deay hains measured at SHIP sine 1994, a totalof 34 deay hains was analyzed, revealed that the previously published�rst deay hain of 277112 [40℄ (not shown in Fig. 1) and the seond ofthe originally published four hains of 269110 [35℄ were spuriously reated.Details of the results of the reanalysis are given in [39℄.Results from an experiment at the 88-inh ylotron in Berkeley aimingto synthesize element 118 were published in 1999 [43℄. In order to on�rm thedata obtained in Berkeley, the same reation, 86Kr + 208Pb ! 294118�, wasinvestigated at SHIP in the summer of 1999. The experiment is desribedin detail in Ref. [32℄. During a measuring time of 24 days a beam dose of2.9 � 1018 projetiles was olleted, whih was omparable to the Berkeleyvalue of 2.3 � 1018. No event hain was deteted, and the ross-setionlimit resulting from the SHIP experiment for the synthesis of element 118in old fusion reations was 1.0 pb. The Berkeley data were retrated in thesummer of 2001 after negative results of a repetition experiment performedin the year 2001 in Berkeley itself and after a reanalysis of the data of the�rst experiment, whih showed that the three reported hains were not inthe 1999 data [44℄.3. Nulear struture and deay propertiesThe basi step whih is neessary for the determination of the stabil-ity of SHEs is the alulation of the ground-state binding energy. As asignature for shell e�ets, we an extrat from various models the shell-orretion energy by subtrating a smooth marosopi part (derived fromthe liquid-drop model) from the total binding energy. In marosopi-mi-rosopi models the shell-orretion energy is of ourse the essential inputvalue whih is alulated diretly from the shell model. The shell-orretionenergy is plotted in Fig. 2(a) using the data from Ref. [45℄. Two equallydeep minima are obtained, one at Z = 108 and N = 162 for deformed nu-lei with deformation parameters �2 � 0.22, �4 � �0.07 and the other atZ = 114 and N = 184 for spherial SHEs. Di�erent results are obtainedfrom self-onsistent Hartree�Fok�Bogoliubov (HFB) alulations and rel-ativisti mean-�eld models [12�15℄. They predit for the spherial nuleishells at Z = 114, 120 or 126 (indiated as dashed lines in Fig. 2) andN = 184 or 172, with shell strengths being also a funtion of the amount ofnuleons of the other type.
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Fig. 2. Shell-orretion energy (a) and partial spontaneous �ssion, � and � half-lives (b�d). The alulated values in (a)�(d) are taken from Refs [7, 45℄ and in(d) from Ref. [10℄. The squares in (a) mark the nulei presently known or underinvestigation.For the alulation of partial spontaneous �ssion half-lives the knowledgeof ground-state binding energies is not su�ient. It is neessary to deter-mine the �ssion barrier over a wide range of deformation. The most auratedata were obtained for even-even nulei using the marosopi-mirosopimodel [7, 45℄. Partial spontaneous �ssion half-lives are plotted in Fig. 2(b).The landsape of �ssion half-lives re�ets the landsape of shell-orretionenergies, beause in the region of SHEs the height of the �ssion barrier ismainly determined by the ground-state shell orretion energy. The ontri-bution from the marosopi liquid-drop part approahes zero. Neverthelesswe see a signi�ant inrease of �ssion half-life from 103 s for deformed nuleito 1012 s for spherial SHEs. This di�erene is arising from the width of the�ssion barrier whih beomes wider in the ase of the spherial nulei.Partial � half-lives derease almost monotonially from 1012 s down to10�9 s near Z = 126 (Fig. 2()). The valley of �-stable nulei (marked byblak squares in Fig. 2(d)) passes through Z = 114, N = 184 [10℄. At adistane from the bottom of the valley, the � half-lives derease graduallydown to values of one seond.The dominating partial half-life is shown in Fig. 3(a) for even-evennulei. The two regions of deformed heavy nulei near N = 162 and spherialSHEs merge and form a region of � emitters surrounded by �ssioning nulei.The longest half-lives are 1000 s for deformed heavy nulei and 30 y for
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Fig. 3. Dominant half-lives for �, �+/EC, �� deay and spontaneous �ssion foreven-even mass nulei in (a) and for odd mass nulei in (b). The arrows markdeay hains of nulei presently known or under investigation.spherial SHEs. It is interesting to note that the longest half-lives are notreahed for the doubly magi nuleus 298184114, but for Z = 110 and N = 182.This is a result of the inreasing Q� values with inreasing element number.Therefore, the � deay beomes the dominant deay mode beyond element110 with ontinuously dereasing half-life. The half-lives of nulei at N =184 and Z < 110 are redued from �� deay.The four member deay hain of 292116, the heaviest even-even nuleus,observed in reent experiments in Dubna [46,47℄ is also drawn in Fig. 3(a).The arrows follow approximately the 1-s ontour line down to 280110, whihis, in agreement with the experiment, predited to be a spontaneously �s-sioning nuleus. The deay hains of two other reently synthesized even-even nulei, 270110 [36℄ and 270Hs [41, 42℄ are also drawn in the �gure. Inthese ases the deay hains end by spontaneous �ssion at 262Sg and 262Rf,respetively.



The Study of Superheavy Elements at SHIP � Results and Developments 1691In the ase of odd nulei (Fig. 3(b)), the � and �ssion half-lives alulatedby Smolanzuk and Sobizewski [7,45℄ were multiplied by a fator of 10 and1000, respetively, thus making provisions for the odd partile hindranefators. However, we have to keep in mind that the �ssion hindrane fatorshave a wide distribution from 101 to 105, whih is mainly a result of thespei� levels oupied by the odd nuleon. For odd-odd nulei (not shownhere), the �ssion hindrane fators from both the odd proton and the oddneutron are multiplied. The � half-lives given by Möller et al. [10℄ weredivided by 10, beause �rst-forbidden transitions were not taken into aountin these alulations (see Möller et al. [10℄ and disussion therein).For the odd and odd-odd nulei, the island harater of the � emittersdisappeared and � deay ould propagate down to rutherfordium and be-yond. In the allegorial representation where the stability of SHEs is seenas an island in a sea of instability, the even-even nulei portray the situationduring a �ood, the odd nulei during an ebb, when the island is onnetedto the mainland.The deay hains of the reently measured even-odd nulei are also drawnin the �gure: 277112, GSI [40℄, 287114 and 289114, JINR [48℄. Here again,the measured data are predominantly well dupliated in the alulations.The interesting question arises, if and how the unertainty related withthe loation of the proton and neutron shell losures will hange the half-lives of SHEs. Partial � and � half-lives are only insigni�antly modi�ed byshell e�ets, beause the deay proess ours between neighboring nulei.This is di�erent for �ssion half-lives whih are primarily determined by shelle�ets. However, the unertainty related with the loation of nulei with thestrongest shell-e�ets and thus longest partial �ssion half-life at Z = 114,120 or 126 and N = 172 or 184, is inonsequential onerning the longest'total' half-life of SHEs. The regions for SHEs in question are dominated by �deay. And � deay will be modi�ed by only a fator of up to approximately100, if the double shell losure will not be loated at Z = 114 and N = 184.The line of reasoning is, however, di�erent onerning the produtionross-setion. The survival probability of the ompound nuleus (CN) is de-termined among other fators signi�antly by the �ssion-barrier. Thereforeall present alulations of ross-setions su�er from the unertainty relatedwith the loation and strength of losed shells. However, it may also turnout that shell e�ets in the region of SHEs are distributed aross a number ofsubshell losures. In that ase a wider region of less deep shell-orretion en-ergy would exist with orresponding modi�ation of stability and produtionyield of SHEs.



1692 S. Hofmann4. Nulear reations4.1. Projetile-target ombinationsCompound nulei that ould be produed onerning the availability ofbeams and targets are plotted in Fig. 4. The graphs also demonstrate theextension in the region of SHEs whih will beome possible with radioativebeams. The nulei presently known or under investigation are marked bysquares.

Fig. 4. Most neutron rih ompound nulei produed in reations using stable andradioative beams and targets (see text for an explanation of the symbols).In Fig. 4(a) the urve marked with dots (�) shows the most neutron rihCN that an be produed with 208Pb or 209Bi targets and beams of the mostneutron rih stable isotopes of the elements from Ti to Sn, given in the �rstolumn at the right ordinate. The double magi SHEs ould be reahed onlyif loated at Z = 126 and N = 184.On the average the aessible region is extended by 4 to 5 neutrons tothe right using radioative isotopes of the elements from Ti to Sn (symbol
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 in Fig. 4(a)). As possible most neutron rih radioative projetiles thoseisotopes were taken into aount that ould be produed with intensities ofat least 109 /s aording to the data presented in the RIA proposal [49℄.Striking is the wide extension of possible CN to the neutron rih side atZ = 120 using beams of Kr, Rb and Sr. The reason is that these nulei areavailable as �ssion fragments and an be aelerated with high yield, too.SHEs both at Z = 120 and 126 are well overed using reations with Pb andBi targets and radioative beams.More neutron rih nulei of elements below Z = 118 an be produedusing the radioative beams of 96Kr or 98Rb and targets of stable neutronrih isotopes of elements below Pb from Hg down to Er (seond olumnon the right ordinate, urve marked with symbol �). In these reationsevaporation residues ould be produed in a region, where the new hainsfrom element 114 and 116 are ending in the unknown. In this region � deayand spontaneous �ssion is expeted with half-lives from seonds to hours (seeFig. 3).In the lower plot, Fig. 4(b), the equivalent ombinations are given forreations using a 248Cm target and stable and radioative beams. Conern-ing the loation of CN, no signi�ant extension into the diretion of neutronrih SHEs results from using radioative beams ompared with the reationsgiven in Fig. 4a. Apparent from the graph (Fig. 4(b)) is the extraordinaryuse of 48Ca for the synthesis of neutron rih SHEs. The surplus of neutronsbeyond 48Ca an be only slightly inreased using radioative beams.Radioative beams of 47K and 46Ar are likely produed with high yield.Using these beams and in priniple feasible atinide targets from U to Fm(the elements are given in the seond olumn at the right ordinate) thesurplus of neutrons an be further inreased (CN marked by symbol �).However, seleting a reation using atinide targets, one has to onsider theavailability of the material and the tremendous inrease of safety problemsin the handling of targets from U to Cf, Es or Fm.Finally, we have to notie that SHEs at Z = 114 and N = 184 an bereahed also not in reations with radioative atinide targets and radioa-tive beams. Conerning the CN on the right from N = 184 one has to keepin mind that the �ssion barrier vanishes rapidly with neutron number, andtherefore these nulei annot be synthesized.4.2. Cross-setions, fusion valleys, and exitation energyThe main features whih determine the fusion proess of heavy ions are(1) the fusion barrier and related beam energy and exitation energy, (2)the ratio of surfae tension versus Coulomb repulsion whih determines thefusion probability and whih strongly depends from the degree of asymme-try of the reation partners (the produt Z1Z2 at �xed Z1 + Z2), (3) the



1694 S. Hofmannimpat parameter and related angular momentum, and (4) the ratio of neu-tron evaporation versus �ssion probability of the CN. In fusion of SHEsthe produt Z1Z2 reahes extremely large and the �ssion barrier extremelysmall values. In addition, the �ssion barrier is fragile at inreasing exita-tion energy and angular momentum, beause it is solely built up from shelle�ets. For these reasons the fusion of SHEs is hampered, whereas the fu-sion of lighter elements is advaned through the ontrating e�et of surfaetension.The e�et of Coulomb repulsion on the ross-setion starts to at severelyfor fusion of elements beyond Fm. From there on a ontinuous derease ofross-setion was measured from mirobarns for the synthesis of nobeliumdown to piobarns for the synthesis of element 112. The data obtainedin reations with 208Pb and 209Bi for the 1n evaporation hannel at lowexitation energies of about 10�15 MeV (therefore named old fusion) andin reations with atinide targets for the 4n hannel at exitation energiesof 35�45 MeV (hot fusion) are plotted in Fig. 5. Interesting for furtherinvestigation of SHEs are the relatively high ross-setions measured for thesynthesis of elements 114 and 116 (4n hannel) [46�48℄. In both ases theobtained values of about 0.5 pb deviate onsiderably from the trend set byfusion of the lighter elements. An explanation ould be a relatively highand wide �ssion barrier of the CN whih is reated by strong shell e�etsin the region of spherial SHEs. Note in this ontext that the experimentalsensitivity inreased by three orders of magnitude sine the 1982�83 searhexperiments for element 116 using a hot fusion reation [50℄.

Fig. 5. Measured ross-setions and ross-setion limits for reations using 208Pband 209Bi targets and one neutron evaporation (a) and for reations using atinidetargets and four neutron evaporation (b).
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Fig. 6. Measured even element exitation funtions.A number of exitation funtions was measured for the synthesis of ele-ments from rutherfordium to 110 using Pb and Bi targets [32℄. For the evenelements these data are shown in Fig. 6. The maximum evaporation residueross-setion (1n hannel) was measured at beam energies well below a fu-sion barrier alulated in one dimension [16℄. At the optimum beam energyprojetile and target are just reahing the ontat on�guration in a entralollision. The relatively simple fusion barrier based on the Bass model [16℄is too high and a tunnelling proess through this barrier annot explain forthe measured ross-setion.Various proesses are possible and are disussed in the literature whihresult in a lowering of the fusion barrier. Among these transfer of nule-ons and exitation of vibrational degrees of freedom are the most important[19�27,51℄. The theoretial studies are also aimed at reproduing the knownross-setion data and further extrapolating the alulations into the regionof spherial superheavy nulei. The measured ross-setions for the forma-tion of 257Rf up to 277112 are reprodued almost within about a fator of2 by the various models. However, there are signi�ant di�erenes in theross-setion values for the synthesis of spherial SHEs beyond Z = 114.In the ase of atinide targets, the target nuleus is strongly deformedand the height of the Coulomb barrier is a funtion of the orientation of thedeformation axes. The reation 48Ca + 248Cm was studied in Dubna [46,47℄,and evidene for the 4n hannel was obtained at a beam energy resultingin an exitation energy of 30.4�35.8 MeV. Exitation funtions were not yetmeasured.



1696 S. HofmannIt was pointed out in the literature [17℄ that losed shell nulei as pro-jetile and target are favorable for fusion of SHEs. The reason is not only alow reation Q value and thus low exitation energy, but also that fusion ofsuh systems is onneted with a minimum of energy dissipation. The fusionpath is along old fusion valleys on the potential energy surfae, where thereation partners keep kineti energy up to the losest possible distane. Inthis view the di�erene between 'old' and 'hot' fusion is not only a resultfrom di�erent values of the exitation energy, but there exists also a qual-itative di�erene, whih is on the one side based on a well ordered fusionproess along paths of minimum dissipation of energy (old fusion), and onthe other side on a proess governed by the formation of a more or less en-ergy equilibrated CN (hot fusion). This qualitative explanation is well inagreement with the results from experimental studies of quasi-�ssion andompound-nuleus �ssion [52℄.Two features follow from the above onerning radioative beams whihprobably modify the reation ross-setion in di�erent ways. (1) Neutronrih projetiles result in CN with higher and wider �ssion barrier and thusresult in an inrease of the ross-setion. (2) The desired transfer for ini-tializing fusion is a transfer of protons from the projetile to the target.However, in neutron rih projetiles the protons are strongly bound andtransfer of protons is more likely from the target to the projetile whih willinrease the Coulomb repulsion. This e�et will inrease the ross-setionfor quasi-elasti and deep-inelasti proesses at the expense of fusion.5. Summary and outlookExperimental work of the last two deades has shown that the ross-setions for the synthesis of the heaviest elements derease almost ontinu-ously. However, the reent data on the synthesis of element 114 and 116 inDubna using hot fusion seem to break this trend when the region of spherialsuperheavy elements is reahed.The progress towards the exploration of the island of spherial SHEs isdi�ult to predit. However, one an hope that, during the oming years,more data will be measured in order to promote a better understanding ofthe stability of the heaviest elements and the proesses that lead to fusion.The mirosopi desription of the fusion proess will be needed for an e�e-tive explanation of the measured phenomena in the ase of low dissipativeenergies. Then, the relationships between fusion probability and stability ofthe fusion produts may also beome apparent.An opportunity for the ontinuation of experiments in the region of SHEsat dereasing ross-setions will be a�orded by further aelerator develop-ments. High urrent beams and radioative beams are the options for the



The Study of Superheavy Elements at SHIP � Results and Developments 1697future. At inreased beam urrents, values of tens of partile �A's may be-ome possible, the ross-setion level for the performane of experiments anbe shifted down into the region of tens of femtobarns, and exitation fun-tions an be measured on the level of tenths of piobarns. The high urrents,in turn, require the development of a new target and improvement of theseparator. The radioative beams, not as intense as the stable beams, willallow for approahing the losed neutron shell N = 184 already at lighterelements. Interesting will be the study of the fusion proess using unstableneutron rih beams.The half-lives of SHEs are expeted to be relatively long. Based onnulear models, whih are e�etive preditors of half-lives in the region of theheaviest elements, values from miroseonds to years have been alulatedfor various isotopes. This wide range of half-lives enourages the appliationof a wide variety of experimental methods in the investigation of SHEs, fromthe safe identi�ation of short lived isotopes by reoil-separation tehniquesto exat mass measurements and atomi physis experiments on trappedions, and to the investigation of hemial properties of SHEs using long-lived isotopes.The reent experiments at SHIP were performed in ollaboration withD. Akermann, F.P. Heÿberger, B. Kindler, J. Kojouharova, B. Lommel,R. Mann, G. Münzenberg, S. Reshitko, H.J. Shött (GSI Darmstadt);A. Popeko, A. Yeremin (JINR Dubna); S. Antali, P. Cagarda, S. Saro(University Bratislava); M. Leino, J. Uusitalo (University Jyväskylä). Dur-ing the years spent in preparing, performing, and analyzing experiments onthe synthesis of heavy elements, we all bene�tted substantially from dis-ussions with Adam Sobizewski to whom this paper is dediated. We arepartiularly grateful for his advie in all questions related with the under-standing of nulear properties. We wish Adam all the best for his future.REFERENCES[1℄ A. Sobizewski et al., Phys. Lett. 22, 500 (1966).[2℄ S.G. Nilsson et al., Nul. Phys. A115, 545 (1968).[3℄ A. Sobizewski, Physia Sripta 10A, 47 (1974).[4℄ A. Sobizewski et al., Phys. Lett. B224, 1 (1989).[5℄ A. Sobizewski, Phys. Part. Nul. 25, 295 (1994).[6℄ A. Sobizewski et al., J. Alloys Comp. 213/214, 38 (1994).[7℄ R. Smolanzuk et al., Phys. Rev. C52, 1871 (1995).
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